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asphaltic crack seal systems are mostly formulated using asphalt derived from the asphalt industry. it is commonly from the same region of the world as the rubber is. the asphalt typically contains a
high amount of sulfur, which causes the asphalt to break down. it is estimated that the crack reaches to the earth’s surface in around 105 years, and could be as much as 1.5 miles wide. the crack had
a very slow creep rate up until its modern day age of mapping and may have been a million years or longer in its age. the earth scientists involved in the project believe that this crack anomaly reaches

from the south end of the san andreas fault line to meet up with the olympic-wallowa lineament [2]. it is also thought to intersect with the megashear zone, which lies north of this lineament, and the
boundary between these two – the fault zone, is believed to have been absent from the north american plate for millions of years. much of the crack was mapped, over a length of 120 miles from a

summit at mount baker in washington, after the 1980 eruption of mt. st helens. it was then hidden, for more than 20 years, below some 1.5 miles of volcanic debris that blocks the route on the other
side of the range. however, an icefield was seen in 1982, which cleared the way for the map to be completed. the geological data, plate tectonics and geophysical observations, all point to the major

continental rift in the northwest as being the lithosphere (crust and upper mantle) that extends some 2,100 miles in the north and south. the early populariser of interlaminar fracture toughness
measurement was rafael m. pasternack [ 55 ]. he realised that the crack propagation process described in brittle fracture mechanics was not relevant to interlaminar fracture toughness, and that the

standard graphical method for representing that process was only valid in the case where "normal" loading was applied. instead, it is now usual to represent crack paths by the limits of a three-
dimensional surface. the experimental procedures for measuring ift are detailed in [ 11 ].
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once in place, the pavement surface can become more vulnerable to damage. crack growth will continue unless cracks are “sealed” and control of the crack growth is a further aim. hot refilled asphalt
using a rubber-modified asphalt (rma) (grades 12-20) is often sprayed over an existing base to create a strong and durable compacted pavement surface. this is referred to as the “box-spray” method
and is used to alleviate traffic load on a surface, minimize traffic noise, and protect the road from water penetration. however, this technique fails to keep the pavement from later deterioration. stubbs

et al. [ 59 ] observed that hot tack coatings made using rma were found to have a high potential to crack, and a large proportion of these cracks were connected through the coating and into the
pavement. seal coatings are long-lasting road surface coverings used to increase the durability and life of a pavement. seal coatings are commonly applied on pavement to protect the asphalt material

from the effects of extreme temperature changes. when hot mix pavement is exposed to the elements, the pavement may expand and contract, which can create tensile stresses in the pavement.
these stresses can result in cracking in the pavement. the stresses in the pavement are relieved by the seal coat layer. if the pavement has a relatively smooth surface and the seal coat covers the
pavement evenly, the stresses are dispersed throughout the seal coat, greatly reducing the risk of cracking. seal coatings are typically made up of a mixture of asphalt or bitumen and aggregate.
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